Brouwer seeder fertilizes too
Brouwer Turf Equipment introduces a compact seeder which will fertilize at the same time.

The Model 24 Lawnmaker self-propelled seeder has a 24" seeding width and a 2 cu.ft. hopper with a stainless steel bottom. It is powered by a 5 hp Honda engine and can seed up to 1/4 acre per hour. Brouwer reports the seeder is useful in seeding small and medium areas.

American Trencher makes blades to fit Ford models
The Bradco 725 blade now fits Ford 1910 and 1710 tractors, American Trencher reports.

The 725 blade, featuring 8-way control (6-way hydraulic plus roll out and roll back), comes with a high-carbon skid shoe. The 725 Blade will soon be available on other popular tractors in the 20-35 hp range, its manufacturer says.

Worksaver spreaders team with ATVs
The complete, 24-model line of Worksaver rear-mounted seeder/spreaders includes units designed for use with all major makes of all terrain vehicles (ATVs).

Worksaver says an ATV-mounted seeder/spreader covers confined or rugged areas impossible to reach with a tractor, is not destructive to soft or muddy ground, and handles smaller jobs more economically than manual seeding.

Each seeder/spreader is equipped with a one-bushel hopper made of corrosion-resistant polyethylene, and features seed gate control and variable fan speed. A hopper lid eliminates the loss of seed or fertilizer to the wind. Splash guard, 12-volt motor, and complete wiring harness are included.

Roto-Hoe shows four new shredder models
Shredding vines, stalks, and tree prunings shouldn’t be a problem with an assortment of new shredders being offered by Roto-Hoe.

Smallest of the new offerings is the Model 500 with either 6 rigid tine-type tines or 21 hammermill knives and a 3 or 5 hp Briggs and Stratton engine. The unit is 23 1/2-in. wide and 38 1/2-in. high.

The largest is the Model 2000 which comes standard with 44 flail or hammermill tines, an 8 hp Tecumseh engine (with cast iron sleeve), and is 40-in. wide and 38 1/2-in. high. Roto-Hoe also makes two models (the 550 and the 800) in between the 500 and 2000.

All units feature side feed for vines and tree prunings up to 1 1/2-in. in diameter and a top hopper for lighter materials like leaves and grass clippings. The units are made of 12-gauge steel with 16-gauge top and side hoppers.

PERFORMS LIKE CLOCKWORK
EL-6+
Sophisticated, reliable and very easy to program
- Program visible at a glance
- Solid state reliability, electro-mechanical dependability
- Six station lawn or lawn and shrub capability

$129.95*
*Suggested retail

Excellence in Irrigation®
The Toro Company, Irrigation Division, P.O. Box 489, Riverside, CA 92502
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sprayed on each service call.

Made of stainless steel, the EDM-300S high pressure unit (up to 600 psi) installs easily onto the pump, spray gun, or boom. It is compatible with all fertilizers, herbicides, insecticides, fungicides, and other chemicals. Flow range is from three to 30 gallons per minute.

The unit comes with push button calibration and lithium power cells rated for 1,700 duty hours.

The EDM-300S features Delrin rotor and support, tungsten carbide shaft, ceramic bearings, and straight flow through which minimizes pressure drop and provides easy flushing to prevent residue buildup.

Electronic flow meter measures liquid sprays

A new electronic digital meter by Great Plains Industries tells exactly how much you or your applicator has sprayed on each service call.
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Reuter shows six new “natural” pest killers

Six new products fill out Reuter’s Attack line of natural pesticides. Reuter Laboratories now has 16 insecticides in the line which is being marketed as an alternative to chemical pesticides.

New products include: Sod Webworm Attack, Vegetable Insect Attack, Mosquito Attack, Caterpillar Attack, and Tomato Worm Attack. The biological pesticides contain Bacillus Thuringiensis (BT), harmful to insect pests but non-toxic, non-chemical, and ecologically safe.

The products enlarge the line which previously had consisted of milky spore for Japanese beetle grubs, now labeled Grub Attack in both powder and granular form, and 14 other Attack insecticides.
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Turf sweeper for home, commercial use

Rugged construction makes the CM136 Turf Groom lawn and turf sweeper suitable for home or commercial use, says its builder, Country Manufacturing.

The unit’s spiral brush is driven by 16” O.D. pneumatic tires. There is enough power to completely fill a bag. The CM136 comes with a clutch to allow the unit’s movement without sweeper action, and a bag-dumping lever lays flat for working under low branches.
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TOP PERFORMER

Large turf coverage at an economical price.

- 3½" pop-up clears tall grass
- Vandal resistant installation
- Handles dirty water, sandy soil

$49.95

*Suggested retail

The Toro Company, Irrigation Division, P.O. Box 489, Riverside, CA 92502
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